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Air Training Corps, Whitehaven
The funds will assist in the purchase of 2 laptop computers to help 
cadets electronically undertake nexessary course work associated 
with the qualifications offered by the organisation. 

This youth organisation promotes 
personal development and 
leadership through education and 
activities. £700.00

Cockermouth Astromonical 
Society 

The grant will be used to purchase a new projector screen for use at 
the monthly meetings and enable the Society to continue to promote 
Astronomy to wider audiences at a variety of venues in and around 
Cockermouth.  

The activities provide diversionary 
events for young people to attend 
which  helps reduceASB. £250.00

Marsh St Arches and Gardens 
Community Interest Company

The grant will be used o help deliver open access learning and 
training opportunities to the community. (Inc local agencies such as 
AGE UK, MIND, CADAS, WOMEN’S COMMUNITY MATTERS and local 
schools.

This project helps to combat
Anti-social behaviour by fostering 
multi-agency contacts/links

£500.00

Distington Club for Young People 

The grant will be used to pay for an activity day at Urban Adventure, 
Carlisle this will include transport for the young people.  The 
workshops will be run in partnership with the police. It will be a 6 
week programme designed to improve understanding of what 
constitutes ASB and what the consequences could be.It will include 
sessions on littering, bullying, noise, vandalism and graffiti.  

The workshops will be  designed to 
improve understanding of what 
constitutes ASB and what the 
consequences could be.

£410.00

Eden Valley Flix 

The money will be used to go towards a new projector and sound 
system for Eden Valley Flix. This is a community run film club which 
shows films to families, young people and older members of the 
community.  

EDF keeps young people active 
and safe, and brings together 
parts of the Community which find 
it hard to talk or access each 
other. £700.00
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Cheer Parent Association The funding will be used to purchase new equipment for the team. 

The club  develops the childrens 
ability to work on their own and as 
part of a group, this also provides 
opportunities to work on 
leadership, confidence and time 
management. £700.00

Pategill Tenants and Residents 
Association

The money will be used to purchase refreshments and craft supplies 
for the easter event. 

This project will bring the 
community together, especially the 
older and younger generations. £100.00


